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4 Purpose: To develop a rapid, non-CPMG high-resolution volumetric imaging
5 approach, exhibiting a speed and in-plane resilience to field inhomogeneities compa-
6 rable to RARE/turbo-spin-echo (TSE) while endowed with unique downsampling
7 characteristics.

8 Methods: A multi-scan extension of cross-term spatiotemporal encoding (xSPEN) is
9 introduced and analyzed. The method simultaneously yields ky/kz data containing low
10 and high frequency components, as well as transposed, low-resolution z/y images.
11 This dual k-/spatial-domain information is captured by a multi-scan procedure that
12 phase-encodes ky while simultaneously slice-selecting z. A reconstruction scheme
13 converting this information into high resolution 3D images with fully multiplexed
14 volumetric coverage is introduced and exemplified.

15 Results: Phase-encoded xSPEN was tested by human brain imaging at sub-mm resolu-
16 tions. The method exceeded 2D TSE’s sensitivity by factors of �3–4, while providing
17 similar resolution and SNR as 3D TSE in �50% acquisition times. The method’s
18 contrast is dominated by T2 and is free from “bright-fat” effects associated to spin-echo
19 trains. Further acceleration is enabled by the method’s downsampling abilities.
20 Tradeoffs between encoding time, number of measurements, spatial resolution, SNR,
21 and artifact levels are also laid out.

22 Conclusion: A new MRI strategy is introduced delivering high in- and through-
23 plane resolutions while enjoying full Fourier multiplexing, leading to fast acquisitions
24 with high SNR.
25

2 6 K EYWORD S

27 cross-term spatiotemporal encoding, downsampling, high definition resolution enhancement, 3D MRI, turbo

28 spin-echo
29

30

31 1 | INTRODUCTION

32 Numerous MRI approaches aim at achieving the highest pos-
33 sible anatomical resolution in minimal scanning times,
34 including fast spin- and gradient-echo techniques, steady-
35 state low flip angle acquisitions, and multi-echo/multi-
36 gradient approaches.1 The latter in particular form the basis
37 of multi-slice 2D turbo spin-echo (TSE), routinely used in
38 MRI exams of animals and humans as optimal compromise

39between image quality and scanning time. These methods
40usually afford higher in- than through-plane resolutions
41because of their reliance on slice-selective pulses. Extensions
42to 3D TSE and fast spin-echo experiments can make up for
43this deficiency,2–4 yet they are less widespread than their
44slice-selective counterparts because of their demand for long-
45echo-trains, associated with image blurring or mixed con-
46trast. 3D TSE’s high SAR also results in lengthier acquisition
47times. Imaging methods can be further accelerated by echo
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48 planar strategies,5,6 yet the relatively low bandwidth(s) of the
49 phase-encoded dimension(s) that these experiments involve
50 makes them susceptible to field distortions. Recent years
51 have seen the introduction of methods that, based on a spa-
52 tiotemporal encoding (SPEN), can deliver single-scan single-
53 slice images with higher robustness to field inhomogeneities
54 than their EPI counterparts.7–12 Unlike what happens in con-
55 ventional k-based scans, SPEN experiments read out their
56 images in direct, physical space. To do so, swept pulses and
57 gradients are used to imprint a non-linear phase during an
58 initial encoding process, which then provides a focal point
59 for a subsequent, gradient-driven image probing. In their
60 original SPEN implementation this phase involved a quad-
61 ratic, /5Cy2 modulation,10,13 for which the signal from
62 anywhere, but the center of the parabola is dephased; more
63 recently, an alternative cross-term (xSPEN) procedure was
64 introduced whereby the phase modulation takes a hyperbolic,
65 /5Cy3 z profile.12,14 As a result of such pre-acquisition
66 phase the signal received will be dominated by the saddle
67 point at the center of an hyperbola. An unusual situation then
68 arises whereby applying either Gy

a or G
z
a acquisition gradients

69 will spatially translate this saddle point and unravel, respec-
70 tively, the q(z) or the q(y) spatial profiles through the excited
71 slab/slice. The xSPEN sequence on which we hereby focus
72 relates to the second of these options; i.e., on the application
73 of a z-axis gradient to unravel a q(y) profile. The fact that the
74 exact geometry of the z-gradient plays a secondary role in
75 unraveling q(y) serves as basis of xSPEN as a single-shot 2D
76 imaging approach that avoids noticeable in-plane chemical
77 shift or other field inhomogeneity distortions. This capability
78 is valuable when considering single-shot 2D acquisitions
79 in the presence of B0 heterogeneities,15 known to severely
80 distort basic functional and diffusivity studies.16,17

81 The physical basis of how the application of an acquisi-
82 tion gradient allows one to read, in direct space and without
83 the need for a Fourier transform (FT), the spins’ profile along
84 an orthogonal axis, was introduced in Zhang et al.12 The
85 image domain sensitive-point analysis in that study is intui-
86 tive, but does not portray the whole story. For example, in
87 the case of the original SPEN quadratic encoding, the result-
88 ing spatially encoded image was blurred by a quadratic phase
89 kernel that extended beyond the usual sinc-kernel of k-based
90 encoding, requiring super-resolution/deconvolution proce-
91 dures to achieve an optimal image resolution.11,18–23 Simi-
92 larly, xSPEN will have an associated point-spread function
93 mixing y and z features around its hyperbolic saddle point,
94 leading to the fact that data in the ky/kz plane will appear as a
95 transposed, low-resolution z/y image. This dual spatial-/k-
96 domain information content of xSPEN is important because
97 it highlights certain “complementarity” in the method,
98 whereby the application of a gradient will probe the spin
99 density q along its own direction (k-domain sampling) but
100 also reveal a profile along an orthogonal direction (spatial-

101domain representation). As a result of this complementarity,
102it follows that (1) to capture image information in y or z it is
103necessary to sample a suitably dense and wide grid in kz and
104ky, as these variables will also act as spatially-sensitive 3D
105imaging points, (2) k-space sampling requirements can still
106be used to derive the final resolution and image sensitivity
107based on traditional Nyquist criteria, and (3) unusual rela-
108tions will emerge in terms of scanning time, resolution,
109FOV, and SNR among the y- and z-domains, particularly on
110downsampling the k-values. In this work, we further develop
111these topics. The following section introduces a multi-scan,
112phase-encoded 3D version of xSPEN and a novel reconstruc-
113tion scheme that exploits this experiment’s hyperbolic phase
114encoding. We then discuss the sensitivity, FOV, resolution,
115contrast, and downsampling characteristics of the new
116method. The Results section provides a series of high-
117resolution multi-scan xSPEN imaging examples and analyzes
118their sensitivity vis-�a-vis commonly used multi-slice 2D fast
119spin-echo (FSE/TSE/RARE) and multi-slab 3D fast spin-
120echo MRI techniques. We conclude with a discussion of the
121limitations and further potential of this new imaging
122technique.

1232 | METHODS

1242.1 | Principles of phase-encoded multi-scan
125xSPEN MRI.

126Figure F11A illustrates the xSPEN strategy that we introduced
127for single-shot 2D acquisitions free from noticeable in-plane
128offset distortions, over x and y fields-of-view FOVx, FOVy.
129This sequence applies a Gz gradient for the initial excitation
130of a slab-width Lz. Two linearly-swept adiabatic inversion
131pulses13,24 of bandwidth BW and duration Tp5 Ta/2—with
132BW5 jgGzLzj 1 jgGyFOVyj and Ta denoting the eventual
133acquisition time—are then applied in conjunction with a
134bipolar 6Gy gradient. This leads to the Ue52Cy3 z hyper-

135bolic phase modulation characterizing xSPEN, with C5

136
Ta3gGg3gGz

p3BW a spatiotemporal encoding constant under the
137experimentalist’s control. The saddle-shaped phase profile
138associated to this encoding leaves solely a sensitive region

139fulfilling ou
oy 5

ou
oz 50 where substantial cancelation among

140neighboring spins does not occur; over the course of the
141signal acquisition the continued action of Gz displaces this
142saddle-shaped profile, progressively probing q(y). The
143mechanism by which the constant application of a Gz gradi-
144ent delivers, in direct physical space, an image free from
145inhomogeneities along an orthogonal axis, has been dis-
146cussed in detail elsewhere.12 In brief, this behavior follows
147from calculating the time-domain signal that will be origi-
148nated in such experiment, which for a thin enough slice can
149be written as
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SðkzÞ / Lz

ð
r

qðx; yÞ � sinc ð2Cy1kzÞLz2
� �

dxdy: (1)

150 The sinc modulation in Eq. (1) means that the S-signal
151 will probe, linearly in the wavenumber kz5gGzt, the spin
152 density along y. In the full single-shot 2D experiment in
153 Figure 1A, this 1D probing is executed in conjunction with
154 an oscillating 6Gx gradient applied along an orthogonal
155 readout dimension, that samples the kx-axis in an echo planar
156 manner. Given the conventional way in which this x-axis is
157 involved, all normal manipulations (partial sampling, weight-
158 ing, etc.) can be applied. Because of its standard nature we
159 ignore this dimension for most of the remaining treatment.
160 When considering the extension of these principles to
161 multi-scan volumetric scanning, a number of options arise.
162 One is multi-slicing the original single-shot, slice-selective
163 2D technique. A problem associated with doing so relates to
164 the limited resolution that one would obtain: along the z axis
165 this would equal the pulse-selected slice width Lz, whereas
166 along the y direction resolution would be given by the width
167 of the sinc in Eq. (1). This sinc essentially acts as the point-
168 spread-function of the y-axis sampling, for which it can be
169 shown that resolution will be given by FOVy divided by the
170 time-bandwidth product Q5Tp.BW of the frequency-swept

171encoding pulses.12 Therefore, unless ready to afford long
172acquisition times (with concomitant diffusion- and
173relaxation-driven sensitivity losses) or large excitation band-
174widths (with concurrent SAR penalties) there is a limit to
175how large Q can be made. One can thereby visualize kz as
176sampling a “low-resolution” rendering of q(y), a q(y0 5 kz/C)
177profile whose definition we would like to increase. One
178possibility to do so could arise from the addition of a
179conventionally looped, phase-encoding Gy gradient, into the
180sequence (Figure 1B), a multi-scan phase-encoded (PE)
181xSPEN variant that will be the focus of this study. FT along
182the ky dimension resulting from incrementing this phase-
183encoding then provides FOVys and resolutions Dy along the
184usual guidelines of Nyquist criteria. However, the bilinear
185kernel eiCyz that is also encoding all spins in this variant,
186leads to another peculiar situation. In the same manner as it
187was shown that a kz wavenumber could read out the y0 pro-
188file, this 2D xSPEN scanning of a ky axis leads to an analog
189of Eq. (1)

SðkzÞ / FOVy

ð
r

qðx; yÞ � sinc ð2Cz1kyÞFOVy

2

� �
dxdz; (2)

190and thereby to the sampling, in direct physical space, of a
191low resolution q(z0 5 ky/C) profile. In fact the resolution of

C
O
L
O
R
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N
L
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N
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F IGURE 1 (A) Original single-shot xSPEN sequencemapping q(x,y0) for a single z-slab. (B) Phase-encoded multi-scan xSPEN sequence introduced
in this work. (C) Simulated k-domain data arising from the sequence in (B) along the (ky,kz)-domain; notice the low-resolution rendition of the brain being
imaged. Blue dots indicate what would be collected in a single-shot xSPEN acquisition, corresponding to the y0 profile for a particular z slice position;
magenta dots indicate the fully phase-encoded xSPEN space sampled by the multi-scan sequence (B). (D) Image arising on applying a 2D FT to the signal
S(ky,kz), followed by a magnitude calculation.AQ9 Note that because of the full sampling, the multi-scan sequence performs of the k-domain, these data
corresponds to a lower resolution image, rotated in space
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192 this indirectly-sampled z0 image will be given, like its direct-
193 domain sampling y0 analog, by the time-bandwidth character-
194 istics of the same encoding pulses. This ability to sample
195 low-resolution y0/z0 spatial dimensions using Gz/Gy gradients
196 is a consequence of the acquisition kernel imposed by the
197 eiCyz hyperbolic phase modulation: unlike what happens in
198 conventional MRI, where such kernel is given by a well-
199 localized 2D sinc k-domain function where orthogonal spa-
200 tial dimensions are decoupled, xSPEN entangles the y- and
201 z-domain information and spreads the k-space sampling from
202 traditional MRI’s well-localized situation, into a 2D box-like
203 shape. Figure 1C illustrates an unusual consequence of this
204 feature on a 2D human brain scan: note the “swapping” of
205 the sampling k-axes and of the post-Fourier spatial data, with
206 the former strongly resembling a rotated version of the latter.

207 2.2 | Processing the phase-encoded
208 xSPEN data

209 The fact that in this experiment the k-domain data is similar
210 to the spatial 2D image is reminiscent to what happened with
211 the original SPEN quadratic kernel.13 This notwithstanding,
212 the fact remains that the encoding carried out by Gy and Gz

213 in the sequence shown in Figure 1B, will also actively
214 sample the 2D ky/kz-space. Hence, aside from an overall eiCyz

215 phase factor deriving from xSPEN’s hyperbolic phase modu-
216 lation, 2D FT of data that have been suitably sampled in the
217 ky/kz-plane, will provide a conventional 2D q(y,z) MR image.
218 Figure 1D evidences this with the data arising by 2D FT
219 (1magnitude calculation to remove the residual hyperbolic
220 phase) of the low-resolution q(y0 5 kz/C, z0 5 ky/C) “image”
221 introduced in Figure 1C. Notice the higher resolution of the
222 FT-derived image both along the PE as well as along the
223 slice/slab-selective (SS) dimension, which is dissected into
224 Q points by the Gz gradient. Besides a higher resolution,
225 this FT-originated image is also characterized by a better
226 sensitivity than the xSPEN-rasterized image,AQ4 as by contrast
227 to the latter it benefits from the SNR advantages arising from
228 Fourier integration.
229 The redundancy that in terms of information, content
230 arises between the phase-encoded signal S(ky) and the kz-
231 based decoding of the q(y0) image, opens an option to speed
232 up these multi-scan acquisitions. To appreciate this, consider
233 the lengthier sampling occurring along the PE ky axis, whose
234 resolution will be given by the largest kmaxy value sampled,
235 and whose span is given by Dky5 1/FOVy. Even disregard-
236 ing the possibility of accelerating experiments by parallel
237 MRI,25–28 the fact that the full FOVy is evaluated in a
238 folding-free, lower resolution fashion throughout the direct-
239 domain kz/C5 y0 acquisition opens unusual downsampling
240 possibilities. Indeed, skipping ky points will lead to folding
241 over among different regions throughout the FOVy range.
242 The fact that this information is available along the

243orthogonal kz/C5 y0 axis makes it possible to unfold these
244artifacts and recover the full y range—while still enjoying
245the full resolution arising along this axis from the kmaxy sam-
246pling. Although there is more than 1 avenue to perform this
247kind of unfolding, Figure F22 shows an alternative that we
248chose for highlighting the potential as well as the compro-
249mises of this approach. Consider first a scenario involving a
250full dense sampling of the relevant 2D k-space. As discussed
251in Figure 1, the simplest avenue to obtain from these data a
252high definition image is by performing a 2D FT. Figure 2A
253shows an alternative way of arriving at the same image in a
254series of steps that explicitly remove the hyperbolic phase by
255a number of shearing transformations. Involved in the first
256step, is a 1D FT along ky, leading to a correlation between a
257high-definition y-axis and a low-resolution image sampled
258by the kz/C5 y0 variable. This is represented in the second
259left-most image of Figure 2A, possessing a clear diagonal
260arising from the ensuing y/y0 image correlation (for ease of
261representation, we assume a zero-padding of the kz axis that
262places this diagonal along a unity-value slope). Colored
263traces showing different kz-domain echoes, which in this
264mixed-phase interferogram will encode the spatial informa-
265tion along the slice-selected domain, are also illustrated in
266this experimental panel. The high-resolution y-image arising
267along the y/y0 diagonal can be placed along a horizontal
268dimension via a shearing transformation of the 2D data set
269(Figure 2A, center). Although this will result in losing the
270“pure” kz-encoding along the orthogonal axis, this can be
271remedied by a second, orthogonal shearing transformation
272leading to the echo disposition illustrated in the second right-
273most interferogram of Figure 2A. From this data set, an addi-
274tional 1D FT along kz (now placed along the vertical axis
275because of the shearing processes) will afford the high-
276definition 2D image being sought.
277Consider now the extension of the same procedure to a
278downsampled case, where phase-encoded lines were periodi-
279cally skipped for the sake of speeding up the multi-scan
280acquisition (Figure 2B). Following the first FT versus ky, a
281PE that has been downsampled by a factor Ry will lead to
282foldovers along the resulting y axis (Figure 2B, left, red and
283yellow echoes). Notice, however, that it will incur in no reso-
284lution sacrifices along this axis because kmaxy has not
285changed. Normally such Ry-folded images cannot be disen-
286tangled without additional help (i.e., from multiple receiving
287coils). Additional information, however, is present in the
288xSPEN acquisition, because when correlated against the kz/
289C5 y0 information only the folding-free data will lie along a
290unity diagonal. The first of the shearing transformations
291introduced in Figure 2A can clearly disentangle this informa-
292tion, providing the folding-free profile in the middle horizon-
293tal line in the center panel of Figure 2B. A second shearing
294transformation followed by a cropping out of the spurious
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295 folded information and by a second FT therefore leads to a
296 full-definition y-axis information.
297 While exploiting its additional kz/y0 information for
298 obtaining a folding-free image despite the downsampling,
299 Figure 2 shows that skipping PE lines will bring a penalty—
300 not along the y but along the SS axis. At first sight, this may
301 seem counterintuitive because this was not the downsampled
302 axis. Notice, however, that as a result of the ky downsam-
303 pling, echoes that were overlapping along their kz-domain
304 will be cropped out by the processing in Figure 2B; this will
305 reduce their support by a factor Ry, and hence lower their z-
306 axis resolution by this same factor. The “xSPEN picture”
307 that assigns the sampling of the ky/kz axes to a rasterization
308 of the z/y domains makes this prediction, as missing elements
309 in the former equates to skipping positions in the latter. An
310 experimental verification of this can be appreciated by com-
311 paring the leftmost panels in Figure 2, where the loss in z
312 resolution on downsampling ky is evident. In fact, there is
313 another z-imaging penalty associated to the downsampling
314 that may also lead to a special kind of kz-domain foldover
315 involving high frequency components aliased from non-
316 diagonal y positions that are not eliminated by the data crop-
317 ping (see color-coding of the kz echoes in Figure 2B for a

318graphic explanation). The precise artifacts arising from this
319kz overlap will depend on the features within the z-domain
320slab and on the “tightness” of the hyperbolic encoding ker-
321nel. Specifically, if a targeted z slab is to be defined by a lim-
322ited number of Fourier coefficients Nslab, then it can be
323proven that no compromises will be made as long as
324Nslab�Q/Ry, where Q is both the aforementioned time-
325bandwidth product defining the hyperbolic encoding as well
326as the number of 6readout echoes collected (i.e., the number
327of points ideally sampled along kz). As further illustrated
328below, this will be the lower limit over which downsampling
329can be executed while leaving a nearly lossless
330reconstruction.
331Figure F33 presents additional details regarding the proce-
332dure introduced in Figure 2, this time taking into considera-
333tion the presence of the third, readout domain. As
334mentioned, this involves an EPI-like 6kx train of gradient
335oscillations on which a regular FT is applied to map the x
336profile information. The y0 and z0 axes associated to the kz
337and ky domains are also indicated in the figure AQ5. Notice that
338the 2 shearing transformations introduced in Figure 2 are
339carried out by 2 separate phase corrections imparted in their
340conjugate Fourier domains—hence the mentioning of 2 2D
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F IGURE 2 Reconstruction diagram proposed for processing phase-encoded xSPENwith or without downsampling, leading to the same kind of Fou-
rier magnitude image. (A) Reconstruction for a fully sampled data set. (B) Reconstruction of a data set that has been downsampled in ky (notice that every
other ky line is missing in the left-most starting set). The foldovers that this originates are represented by dashed yellow and red echoes, which are removed
by the indicated procedures. See the main text for further details
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341 FT steps, instead of the 1D FTs as in Figure 2. The zero pad-
342 ding mentioned as the initial step in Figure 2 and the win-
343 dowing/cropping mentioned in the last step of that figure are
344 omitted in Figure 3 for simplification, but they are actually
345 required as part of the processing.

346 2.3 | FOV and resolution in multi-scan
347 xSPEN MRI.

348 As was the case with its single-shot counterpart,12 the FOVs
349 that will be observed in multi-scan PE xSPEN will be
350 defined by the characteristics of the encoding swept pulses.
351 At the same time, additional FOV and resolution considera-
352 tions will be dictated by the sampling and the FTs imple-
353 mented on the various k-variables. Further effects will arise
354 from potential ky downsampling procedures. To consider all
355 this, we neglect, as before, the conventional RO domain and
356 focus on events defining images in the y/z plane. As

357discussed in Figure F44 of Zhang et al.,12 the initial SS plus the
3582 ensuing swept pulses will define, in unison with the vari-
359ous Gy/Gz gradients, a diamond-like targeted shape in this
360plane. Red polygons are shown in Figure 4 under idealized
361conditions that disregard field inhomogeneity or chemical/
362susceptibility shifts, as well as non-idealities of the adiabatic
363sweeps that are considered in more detail in the Supporting
364Information S4. In the original single-shot implementation,
365the y-axis information emerged on sampling kz, and therefore
366“zooming in” could be carried out trivially. In the present
367case, however, different scenarios emerge depending on
368whether the object to be imaged is targeted by the FOVy aris-
369ing from the ky encoding, or it is not (Figure 4). If the imaged
370object is entirely located within the predefined FOVy3Lz
371region (Figure 4A), all the previously derived multi-scan
372xSPEN arguments will hold. By contrast, if zooming on an
373object that extends beyond the predefined FOVy (Figure 4B),
374foldover artifacts may arise along the y-axis. This reflects the
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F IGURE 3 Details of the reconstruction procedure introduced in Figure 2, illustrated for a given xSPEN phase-encoded slab acquired with a
spatiotemporal encoding factorC. To obtain the ensuing high resolution images, the readout dimension (encoded byGx) is first FTdAQ10 , and the illustrated
steps are used to arrive to the final high resolution 3D image within each slab. These steps reflect the shearing procedures illustrated in Figure 2, realized
here viaC-dependent phase multiplications in the relevant mixed k/r-spaces. The bottom left images compare the resulting high resolution images with the
low resolution counterpart arising in the (y0 5 kz/C, x)-domain
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375 fact that the xSPEN kz/y0 dimension will sample y information
376 arising from object components outside the FOVy without
377 folding; hence the occurrence of a ky-driven folding would
378 make the procedure introduced in Figure 2 inconsistent.
379 The y-axis folding effect will be limited by the selectivity
380 of the spatiotemporal encoding to a spatial extent Lphase5
381 FOVy /Q, which is generally much smaller than FOVy for
382 commonly used (Q � 20–40) settings. Expanding by an
383 additional factor 1/Q, the FOVy extent targeted by the ky
384 phase encoding will solve this folding problem, alternatively,
385AQ11 so would cropping a small length of the y0 data allows one to
386 reinstate the original one-to-one y/y0 correspondence, and
387 hence the correctness of the procedure introduced in Figures
388 2B and 3. Figure 4B shows that even with ky oversampling,
389 the profile along the y axis may be slightly affected by the
390 non-uniform thickness of the z profile; this, however, is a
391 negligible effect for the relatively thin slabs targeted in most
392 imaging experiments. It is worth noting that from a practical
393 perspective, a small oversampling along the kz acquisition is
394 also usually useful in dealing with non-idealities in the slab
395 selection process.
396 The resolution and line shape characteristics of multi-
397 scan xSPEN for a fully-sampled ky acquisition can be appre-
398 ciated from Figure 2A. This shows that the kz echoes will
399 appear shifted for different y positions, with a minimal extent
400 of jkzj sampling occurring for y5 0 and a prediction of
401 dispersive-free line shapes and a Dz5 Lz/Q resolution for
402 this symmetric-echo case. For other y-values, the echoes will
403 be asymmetrically placed thereby leading to potential disper-
404 sive components; however, given that an object’s image
405 should be real, these components can be eliminated by a
406 complex conjugation that restores the full symmetry to the kz
407 echoes.29,30 Further, by doing this asymmetric-to-symmetric
408 echo conversion, the z resolution will be improved in a y-
409 dependent fashion, ranging from the aforementioned Dz at
410 the center of FOVy, to Dz5Lz/2Q at the edges. Conversely,
411 should the data be processed so that the ky echoes appear
412 shifted for different z positions, the y resolution would
413 span from a minimum Dy5 1/kmaxy value at the center of the

414z-slab, to an improved Dy5 1/(kmaxy 1Q/FOVy) value (after a
415complex-conjugate constrained reconstruction) at the edges
416of the z axis. In the case of a downsampled ky acquisition,
417the unfolded y information will still be accessible from the
418reconstruction shown in Figure 2B. The y-axis resolution
419will then stay identical as with the full ky sampling counter-
420part, whereas the z resolution will be decreased and potential
421artifacts may arise because of the aforementioned kz-folding
422effects. This worsening in the z resolution will be y-inde-
423pendent, and artifacts will depend on the object’s characteris-
424tics at other y position(s). In general, resolution losses and z-
425axis artifacts will be negligible if the z features change
426smoothly, as will usually be the case when dealing with natu-
427ral objects; alternatively, spurious artifacts will arise if deal-
428ing with strong, sharp features. In most objects that we have
429scanned, the kz-folding effects brought about by ky downsam-
430pling yields images whose appearance are akin to their fully
431ky-sampled counterpart, apart from a “skipping” of intra-slab
432z-slices. This is again in accordance with the picture of the ky
433variable as sampling physical positions along the z direction:
434downsampling in the former axis will then lead to missing
435slices in the latter.

4362.4 | SNR and contrast considerations

437As shown in Figure 1, multi-scan xSPEN can, for a full ky
438sampling, reconstruct a conventional y-z image (aside from a
439phase eiCyz) by 2D FT. This magnitude image will have the
440same SNR as a fully 3D k-encoded FT-based counterpart
441(SNRFT in Figure F55), because the FT implemented along
442xSPEN’s kz axis reinstates a multiplexing advantage that was
443absent on 2D multi-slice experiments collected under identi-
444cal resolution and FOV conditions. Increasing the number of
445scans beyond this value by either repeating scans or by over-
446sampling the phase-encoded axis, will bring about a conven-
447tional �Nscans (or �Noversampling) dependence on the number
448of averaged scans (or oversampled points). On downsam-
449pling the ky axis, a number of scenarios will arise. As long as
450artifacts from the aforementioned kz foldover effects do not
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F IGURE 4 Two scenarios arising in a multi-scan xSPENMRI experiment targeting a FOVy3 Lz region (yellow box). The red polygon shows the
slab defined by the RF pulses themselves,12 whereas the grey images illustrate a putative object. Notice that in common imaging cases,FOVy� 10xLz. (A)
The whole object is located within the FOVy3 Lz region defined by the ky/kz sampling parameters. (B) “Zoomed-in” scanwhere the imaged object extends
beyond the predefinedFOVy3 Lz region. In this case, a slightly larger FOV5 Lphase1FOVy is required for imaging the desired FOVywithout folding arti-
facts, where Lphase5FOVy /Q is generally much smaller thanFOVy for common (Q� 20–40) settings
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451 arise, the SNR will remain constant—even if the z-axis reso-
452 lution will start to decrease owing to the z-skipping effects
453 mentioned above (purple region in Figure 5). At some point,
454 however, the ky downsampling will start to cause an overlap
455 between the tails of the various kz acquisitions, leading to
456 artifacts that may eventually overcome noise as the main fac-
457 tor controlling the image’s sensitivity (Figure 5, in green).
458 Eventually, in the ky5 0 limit, the experiment reverts to
459 single-shot xSPEN; this acquisition does not attempt to
460 resolve anymore the intra-slab z structure, and because all
461 multiplexing advantages are lost the sensitivity decreases

462 down to a factor
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
RyQ

p
.

463AQ6 While in their original single-shot implementation, both
464 SPEN and xSPEN were affected by a progressive T2 spatial
465 weighting, phase-encoded xSPEN is devoid from such
466 spatially-dependent contrast effects by virtue of its FT-
467 based nature. There will still be an overall T2-weighting
468 arising from the pre-acquisition delays—but they will
469 affect the in-plane images uniformly. A diffusion contrast
470 will also affect the images arising from the b � 100 s/mm2

471 weighting associated with xSPEN’s encoding gradients—
472 yet this will also be a constant. The sole progressive effect
473 will be as a function of the readout echo number (i.e.,
474 along kz). This should result in an intra-slab blurring along
475 z although this is relatively minor and was not noticed in
476 the experiments—probably as a result of the relatively
477 short duration and weak Gz gradients associated to the data
478 acquisition process.

4792.5 | Experimental

480Human volunteers were scanned on Weizmann’s 3T Siemens
481TrioTIM AQ7platform using a 32-channel head coil. All experi-
482ments were approved by the Internal Review Boards of the
483Wolfson Medical Center (Holon, Israel) and the Weizmann
484Institute and were collected after obtaining informed, suitably
485written consents. The purposes of the experiments were
4862-fold: to test the various features derived above for multi-
487scan 3D xSPEN and to compare the performance of this
488sequence against alternatives that can provide comparable
4893D images in terms of resolution, contrast, and sensitivity.
490Three sequences were chosen for this comparison, all taken
491from the scanner’s library: 1 based on 2D slab-selective EPI,
492and the other 2 on turbo spin-echo (TSE) MRI. Given the
493mm and sub-mm resolutions being sought, the EPI sequence
494had to be run using multi-scan phase-encoding along the SS
495axis, as well as multi-shot interleaving along the low-
496bandwidth (PE) dimension; although these procedures
497worked on phantoms, they gave consistent artifacts under in
498vivo conditions (despite the collection and reliance on navi-
499gator scans) and hence its resulting images are not presented
500here. Both multi-slice 2D and phase-encoded 3D versions of
501TSE were successfully run at the desired resolutions and
502compared against home-written xSPEN acquisition sequen-
503ces. In none of the experiments were parallel acquisition, fat
504suppression, partial FT, or simultaneous multi-slice capabil-
505ities implemented: such optimizations have not yet been fully
506developed for xSPEN, and hence they were left out of the
507comparisons. Two sets of scan parameters are presented in
508this study; details on one are shown in Table T11, whereas the
509multi-scan parameters for the second set included TR5 2s,
510TE5 81 ms, FOVx3FOVy5 1923 192mm2, in-plane
511matrix size5 1923 192, z-slab thickness5 12mm, number
512of slabs5 16 (i.e., FOVz5 192mm), xSPEN time-bandwidth
513product Q5 24, Gz5 1.57 mT/m, Gy5 0.10 mT/m, echo train
514length5 29 (�1.23Q; i.e., a 20% oversampling to better
515resolve the slices within each slab at a 12mm/245 0.5mm
516resolution), echo spacing5 1.03 ms, and an initial 15 ms long
517SLR 908 excitation pulse. The overall scan times of these
518experiments without downsampling was 6min 40 s. To
519explore zooming-in capabilities, small FOV imaging xSPEN
520experiments were also recorded using the same parameters as
521above except that Gy5 0.20 mT/m, FOVy5 96mm, number
522of phase encodings5 96, and overall scan time5 3min 20 s.

5233 | RESULTS

524Figure F66 illustrates high-resolution features of multi-slab,
525phase-encoded xSPEN MRI. These images arise from a
526multi-shot 3D xSPEN acquisition that covered the whole
527brain using an in-plane resolution of 13 1mm2 and a
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F IGURE 5 Sensitivity (SNR) considerations affecting multi-scan
xSPENMRI as a function of its over/downsampling. SNRFT represents the
sensitivity that—if ignoring for simplicity field inhomogeneity, T2, and
diffusion-decay effects—will characterize a fully-sampled 3D FTMRI
image under identical resolution and FOV conditions. See text for the
meaning of the various colors and regimes
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528 0.5mm resolution across the slab dimension. The data were
529 collected without downsampling, using a full kx/ky/kz data set
530 and processed according to the recipe in Figure 3. These
531 images are dominated by a T2 contrast and lack any noticea-
532 ble susceptibility or fat–water shift in-plane distortions
533 despite the absence of multiple spin echoes owing to
534 xSPEN’s built-in compensation characteristics.12 Nearly
535 absent as well, are “stitching effects” along the SS axis,
536 owing to the cleanness with which the SLR slab-selective
537 excitation and the subsequent inversion pulses addressed
538 each of the “diamonds” introduced in Figure 4. To ensure
539 this cleanness throughout the full FOVy, FOVz extents, the
540 Q-values of the WURST-shaped24 encoding pulses were
541 increased by �35% (see the Supporting Information S4 for
542 further details on the slice selection). An interleaved slab
543 acquisition procedure also ensured long TRs the absence of

544noticeable T1-weighting effects (that could be included by
545shortening the TRs).
546Figure F77 and Table 1 compare representative performan-
547ces of 3D multi-slab PE xSPEN acquisitions against 3D
548multi-slab PE TSE and 2D multi-slice TSE results collected
549under as-close-as-possible acquisition conditions. Important
550criteria maintained throughout these comparisons were equal
551FOV and resolution along all dimensions; similar T2-based
552contrasts among the images were also sought. At first glance,
553the various whole-brain images shown in Figure 7 look simi-
554lar, even if slight differences—particularly concerning the
555fat-derived signals—arise because of the different slab/slice
556excitation bandwidths of the different experiments. The most
557noticeable differences among both sets of images arise from
558“bright fat” artifacts31 of the kind that usually accompany
559TSE experiments acquired with long echo trains, effects that

TABLE 1 Sequence parameters for 3D xSPEN, 3D TSE, and 2D TSE experiments

Parameters PE xSPEN scan 1 PE xSPEN scan 2 3D TSE 2D TSE

Echo spacing (ms) 1.03 1.03 9.88 13.2

Echo train length 29 29 29 29

TR (ms) 2000 4000 4000 8200

TE (ms) 99 99 99 92

Slice/slab thickness (mm) 12 12 12 0.5

Slices/slabs (N) 13 13 13 312

Volume (mm3) 1923 1923 156 1923 1923 156 1923 1923 156 1923 1923 156

Resolution (mm3) 13 13 0.5 13 13 0.5 13 13 0.5 13 13 0.5

SAR (W/kg) 0.699 0.349 0.719 0.428

Total acquisition time 6min 24 s 12min 48 s 16min 54 sa 16min 30 sb

aAn oversampling factor of 1.5 was applied along the slab dimension of this acquisition to avoid slice folding effects.
bAlthough a single slice image took �400 ms to collect, achieving a 156mm coverage along the SS dimension demanded a large number of slices (312) to be
acquired (in 15 concatenations) leading to a minimum TR of 8200 ms.

FIGURE 6 Three-plane high-resolution images acquired using multi-slab phase-encoded xSPEN imaging.Multi-slabs were combined based on their
weighted slab profiles35,36 to get sagittal and coronal planes frommultiple transverse acquisitions
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560 are absent in the case of xSPEN. As can be appreciated from
561 the zoomed images in the middle panels of Figure 7, arising
562 from the regions marked by light-blue dashes in the whole-
563 brain slices, a remarkably superior sensitivity characterizes
564 all 3D methods over 2D TSE, thanks to their use of a FT
565 along the SS dimension. The longer acquisition times that
566 2D TSE needs to achieve the 0.5-mm slice thickness deliv-
567 ered by the 3D methods are also remarkable, reflecting the
568 large number of slices leads needed for covering the whole
569 brain. Moreover, although the sensitivities of 3D TSE and
570 3D xSPEN are comparable, the minimum TR required by
571 3D TSE (�3800 ms) is substantially longer than its xSPEN
572 counterpart (�1600 ms) for identical slab settings covering
573 the whole brain. This reflects the longer per-slice acquisition
574 times and the heavier SAR deposition required by 3D TSE
575 per unit time, to cover these large FOVs at these high resolu-
576 tions (Table 1). By contrast, xSPEN’s EPI-based acquisition
577 and its full T�

2-refocused nature can achieve the same effects,
578 without requiring TSE’s trains of rewinding gradients and
579 refocusing pulses.
580 A quantitative in vivo comparison of SNR among the
581 various PE methods is challenged by the influence of

582multichannel coil operation,32,33 as well as because of poten-
583tially different motion and diffusion effects. To account for
584this, the protocol’s SNRs were measured on a NiSO4-doped
585water phantom by repeating them several times identical
586conditions, without relying on parallel receiving. SNRs
587were then evaluated as meanr2ROIðSðr; jiÞ1Sðr; ji11ÞÞ=
588stddevr2ROI ðSðr; jiÞ2Sðr; ji11ÞÞ,32 where the functions
589mean( ) and stddev( ) return the mean value and the SD over
590selected regions of interests, and the ji represent repeated
591measurements. Results of these analyses are presented as
592Supporting Information S1. These results validate Figure 7
593and show that: (1) although an SNR advantage of �1.283 is
594expected for 3D TSE versus 3D xSPEN because of their dif-
595ferent oversampling factors along the slab dimensions (1.5
596vs. 1.2) and RO bandwidths (789 vs. 1042Hz/pixel), a
597slightly higher gain (1.363) is experimentally observed, and
598(2) although an SNR advantage of 4.73 is expected for
599multi-scan xSPEN over 2D TSE, reflecting the former’s PE
600steps along slab/slice dimension (29 vs. 1) and different RO
601bandwidths (1042 vs. 789Hz/pixel), a slightly lower experi-
602mental gain is observed (3.43). Both of these effects can be
603traced to xSPEN’s exp(2b3D) diffusivity losses, which for
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F IGURE 7 Comparison between xSPEN and TSE acquisitions covering a volunteer’s whole brain, shown for 2 representative slices and indicating
their total scan times. (A and B)Multi-slab 3DPE xSPEN images collected using TRs of 2 and 4 s, respectively. (C)Multi-slab 3D PETSE images (TR5 4
s). (D)Multi-slice 2D TSE images (TR5 8.2 s). Zoomed images shown in the middle row arise from the light blue marked regions. No downsampling was
done in any of the experiments. Further acquisition parameters are detailed in Table 1
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604 the imaging gradients used involved bxSPEN � 120 s/mm2

605 values and thereby lead to �25% signal attenuations beyond
606 the T2 losses.
607 A remarkable aspect stressed in Fig. 2b for multi-scan
608 xSPEN MRI, was its ability to deal with ky- downsamplings.
609 The folding that this will incur along the y axis can be
610 undone by the available low-resolution y0 5 kz/C profile—at
611 the expense of resolution along the z axis and of eventually
612 increasing artifacts. FigureF8 8 demonstrates this feature by
613 comparing fully ky-sampled results with images arising from
614 downsampled experiments. As can be appreciated from the
615 y-z plane images, only a substantial downsampling of ky
616 brings about strong effects in the resolution along z—that ini-
617 tially is mostly affected by a reduction in the number of
618 image points. To better gauge these downsampling effects,
619 Figure 8 also focuses on how SNR and artifacts affect
620 images in the x-y plane for the same z-resolved center slice.
621 At first glance, all these in-plane images look similar, and
622 artificial structures are only visible when the downsampling
623 reaches Ry5 8. SNR estimations arising from different
624 regions in the image also lack a clear trend as a function of
625 Ry (Figure 8B), even if artifact levels evaluated by taking dif-
626 ferences against the images arising from a fully sampled
627 experiment do evidence a monotonic increase with down-
628 sampling (Figure 8C). The artifacts arising in these x-y
629 images are dependent on the z-axis features for the various y-
630 positions and, in this instance, show no particularly evident
631 structure.
632 FigureF9 9 demonstrates another feature of multi-scan
633 xSPEN MRI: its built-in ability to zoom into the phase-

634encoded FOVy, without suffering from major folding. Indeed,
635as was the case with its single-shot counterpart,12 the range of
636the latter FOV will also be dominated by the encoding chirped
637pulses. As discussed in connection to Figure 4, however, edge
638effects that were absent in the single-shot counterparts will
639arise in the multi-scan phase encoding case. These effects are
640examined in Figure 9 for slices centered on the back of the
641brain (position 1) and on the cerebellum (position 2). Whereas
642no artifacts arise on targeting a full FOVy5 192mm (Figure
6439), zooming to a half FOVy5 96mm (yellow-dotted regions
644in Figure 9) shows the onset of aliasing effects. These are not
645as severe as those often seen in conventional phase encoding
646methods and involve 2 small edge regions extending over
647Lphase/2� 2mm.

6484 | DISCUSSION

649The present study explored basic features that arise when
650extending single-shot xSPEN to multi-scan acquisitions.
651Main rationales for implementing this extension included
652enhancing the resolution limitations exhibited in all axes by
653the single-shot technique, making up for the sensitivity losses
654of the original non-Fourier method, and at the same time
655seeking to exploit the resilience that single-shot xSPEN
656showed to field and shift heterogeneities. A solution capable
657of achieving these aims was devised by adding a phase-
658encoding loop to the original implementation. Owing to the
659pre-acquisition hyperbolic phase encoding of the spins, this
660multi-scan xSPEN variant ended up exhibiting a dual-axis
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F IGURE 8 Results arising on downsampling the phase-encoded axis of an xSPEN acquisition. (A) Images in the y-z and x-y planes, including resid-
uals arising on implementing xSPENMRI with different ky downsampling factors. The latter are shown as differences (magnified3 2) arising on subtract-
ing each of the latter from the fully sampled reference. (B) SNRs arising from the blue/green/red squares indicated on the leftmost image, calculated by
dividing these signals by the noise’s SD arising from the yellow squares for in-plane images arising with different downsampling factors. (C) Artifact levels
evaluated by taking the ratios between the signals in the various difference images, and the signals arising in the fully sampled image, focusing again on the
blue/green/red squares
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661 redundancy whereby kz/ky not only encoded the imaging
662 information in reciprocal space but also provided low-
663 resolution y/z images in direct spatial space. The first of these
664 features endowed the resulting experiment with resolution
665 and sensitivity without relinquishing on xSPEN’s fully refo-
666 cused acquisition nature, while fully sampling a 3D k-space
667 using a single PE loop. At the same time, the redundant
668 information makes the experiment tolerant to downsampling
669 along the PE axis and hence to further acquisition speed ups.
670 In conventional MRI, such downsampling leads to image ali-
671 asing, requiring multiple receivers for its unfolding. Folding
672 will also occur in xSPEN, yet this can be undone thanks to
673 redundant information along the kz/y0 axis. PE downsampling
674 may still incur losses of resolution along the SS axis; as
675 explained above, these losses will depend on the degree of
676 features present in the selected slab. Interestingly, it appears
677 that parallel imaging procedures can also be introduced inde-
678 pendently from the unfolding considerations above to further
679 accelerate phase-encoded xSPEN MRI scans. A full charac-
680 terization of this behavior is under investigation.

681In terms of SNR/unit_time, multi-scan xSPEN performs
682most competitively against TSE counterparts when seeking
683sub-mm 3D spatial resolutions. In the specific cases pre-
684sented here, we scanned the z axis by interleaving the acqui-
685sition of multiple slabs, each with a 12-mm thickness. This
686choice of slab thickness Lz was somewhat arbitrary and arose
687as a trade-off between the resolution and SNR being sought,
688the number of readout echo trains, and the tolerable
689immunity to field inhomogeneity along the z axis. Indeed, it
690follows from our theoretical derivations that xSPEN’s resolu-
691tion along the z axis will be given by Dz5 Lz/Q, where Q is
692both the time-bandwidth product of the encoding pulses as
693well as the number of elements defining resolution along z.
694Q generally needs to be �15 to keep the adiabaticity condi-
695tions underlying the frequency-swept-pulse assumption; on
696the other hand, Q cannot be too large because this is also the
697number of RO echoes and increasing it excessively will end
698up in long echo trains and diminished sensitivities. Dz
699resolution can also be manipulated by changing the Lz slab
700thickness, yet this is also constrained: very thin slabs will
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F IGURE 9 Restricted FOV imaging inmulti-scan xSPENMRI. (A) Reference images arising from a full FOVy (192mm) xSPEN acquisition. (B)
“Zoomed-in” images arising on halving FOVy to 96mm (selected yellow dot colored regions in A) exemplifying the folding phenomena introduced in
Figure 4. Red rectangles mark the Lphase/2 regions, exhibitingminor foldovers marked by the yellow arrows
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701 require increased Gz gradients associated to signal losses
702 because of diffusion,12 whereas thicker slabs will achieve a
703 more efficient coverage of FOVz yet be subject to distortions
704 caused by field inhomogeneity acting over the course of the
705 slice-selective excitation (that is not subject to xSPEN’s full
706 refocusing). In summary, there is a range of Lz , TE, and Q
707 combinations that can lead to similar coverage and resolution
708 characteristics but may have its optimal setting depending
709 also on sensitivity and on the artifact levels that can be toler-
710 ated. Supporting Information 2 presents a range of choices
711 that, by themselves or in combination with denoising
712 algorithms, worked well in a variety of brain scans with
713 voxel sizes in the 0.6–1mm3 range.
714 In terms of their data acquisition modules, the main dif-
715 ference between xSPEN and TSE acquisitions is the fact that
716 the former uses a gradient-echo train whereas the latter uses
717 spin-echoes. Normally the T�

2 and field heterogeneity effects
718 in these 2 kinds of echo trains would be dramatically differ-
719 ent; xSPEN’s in-plane refocusing, however, manages to keep
720 its acquisitions distortion-free without using RF. This, in
721 turn, enables the use of much shorter echo spacings: in the
722 above-mentioned examples these times were 1.03 for xSPEN
723 versus 9.88/13.2 ms for 2D/3D TSE, with the latter 2 delays
724 defined by the selective RF pulses, PE gradient rewinders,
725 and crusher gradients. These shorter acquisition times free
726 xSPEN of blurring phenomena like those arising in TSE
727 because of T2-related effects (see Supporting Figure S1 for
728 an examples of this).34 Interestingly, T2-related effects affect-
729 ing the signal intensity along the kz axis may also influence
730 the xSPEN images in the form of a spatially progressive
731 weighting along the orthogonal y-axis. Not relying on RF
732 pulse trains also endowed multi-scan xSPEN with �50%
733 lower SARs than 3D PE TSE counterparts; this enabled PE
734 xSPEN acquisitions to use �50% the TRs needed by 3D
735 TSE experiments targeting similar numbers of slabs and of
736 phase-encoding steps, leading to shorter overall volumetric
737 acquisitions. (As for the 2D TSE scans: these should in prin-
738 ciple have taken a shorter duration than their 3D TSE coun-
739 terparts; yet to achieve the high SS definition sought while
740 fulfilling whole brain coverage, a large number of slices had
741 to be collected, leading again to long volumetric scan times).
742 A final consequence arising from xSPEN’s RF-free acquisi-
743 tions is their lack of “bright fat” artifacts,31 associated in spin
744 echo trains to RF-driven spin-locking effects. Further com-
745 parisons on the contrast-to-noise ratios characterizing TSE
746 and xSPEN scans in brain are discussed and illustrated in
747 Supporting Information 3.
748 Another important acquisition difference arises from
749 xSPEN’s demand for a Gz acquisition gradient acting
750 throughout its course. This results in a relatively high
751 diffusion-related b-weighting, which makes this 3D imaging
752 technique �25% less sensitive than comparable 3D TSE
753 counterparts on a per-scan basis. The z-axis imaging that this

754constant gradient makes over the course of the echo planar
755train also demands that the slab-selection bandwidth be made
756equal to the inverse of the echo train spacing (i.e., to Dkz).
757This requirement is absent in TSE, and for long RO trains it
758could introduce water–fat displacement problems along the
759SS dimension; although not used here, fat suppression and/or
760partial FTRO procedures can alleviate this limitation.
761A final property worth noting is xSPEN’s zooming capa-
762bilities, because restricting FOVs is often a simple means to
763increase resolution without acquisition time overheads. In
764conventional phase-encoded MRI, this generally requires sat-
765uration filtering bands that increase both the minimum TR as
766well as the SAR. Multi-scan xSPEN MRI, by contrast, has a
767built-in restricted FOV capability thanks to the action of
768frequency-swept encoding pulses along the PE domain
769(Figure 9). Because of the differences arising between the
770imaging FOVs targeted by the ky PE variable and the kz/y0

771reading out the SS axis, edge effects arise on zooming that
772were absent in single-shot counterparts (Figure 4). These spa-
773tial compromises, however, are quite small, and could open
774interesting high-definition applications for imaging small,
775soft tissues organs.

7765 | CONCLUSIONS

777This study summarized the main features arising when the
778robustness of single-shot 2D xSPEN are coupled with the
779additional sensitivity and resolution arising from phase-
780encoded multi-scanning. From a fundamental standpoint, it is
781interesting to notice the similarities and differences that,
782owing to the hyperbolic phase encoding and xSPEN’s spe-
783cial spatiotemporal refocusing conditions, arise between the
784ensuing experiment and 3D k-based MRI alternatives such as
785TSE. Whereas the latter were implemented without certain
786improvements that still need to be worked out for xSPEN
787counterparts—including partial FT, parallel imaging, and
788multi-band excitation—it was encouraging to see that in cru-
789cial parameters including sensitivity per unit time for a given
790FOV and resolution, the new method compared well with
791existing alternatives. Furthermore, the xSPEN sequence
792exhibits a number of features that could open yet additional
793opportunities. Each step in the phase-encoded procedure, for
794instance, entails a single-shot xSPEN acquisition providing a
795low-resolution 2D image; this could enable the scan-by-scan
796identification and elimination of motional artifacts, leading to
797very high definition 3D MRI capabilities. Another promise
798arises from the relatively short acquisition times involved in
799the xSPEN gradient echo train, which make it compatible
800with additional spin-echo combinations. These and other
801potential improvements of the experiments introduced here
802are currently under investigation.
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926
927 FIGURE S1 SNR performance of the phase-encoded
928 xSPEN and TSE acquisitions. (A and B) PE xSPEN
929 images collected using TR5 2 and TR5 4 s, respectively.
930 (C) Multi-slab 3D TSE images. (D) Multi-slice 2D TSE
931 images. Yellow dot marks the ROIs on which SNR was
932 computed, whereas red arrows show the T2 blurring effects
933 in TSE experiments. Average SNRs are listing on the bot-
934 tom of each column. Experimental parameters are detailed
935 in Table 1 of the main text.
936 FIGURE S2 (A) Raw image with a resolution of
937 13 13 0.5 (thickness) mm3 reconstructed from the phase-
938 encoded xSPEN. (B) Denoised counterpart image arising

939on using the Block-matching and 4D filtering (BM4D)
940algorithm. Zoomed images from the red dotted regions of
941(A) and (B) are shown in the middle column.
942FIGURE S3 Contrast in PE xSPEN and in 3D TSE
943acquisitions (A) PE xSPEN result using TR5 2 s and cov-
944ering 11 slabs. (B) Multi-slab 3D TSE result using TR5 2
945s and covering 3 slabs. (C) Multi-slab 3D TSE using
946TR5 4 s and covering 11 slabs. All slab thicknesses were
94712mm.
948FIGURE S4 CNR values calculated between the 2 indi-
949cated voxels in each image. CNR was defined as jmean(tis-
950sue1) 2 mean(tissue2)j/std(noise), where for each image
951the 2 red boxes represent the tissue1, tissue2 signals
952whereas the yellow boxes were used for calculating the SD
953of the noise.
954FIGURE S5 Boundary artifacts arising in multiscan
955xSPEN if not pushing transition areas outside the targeted
956region of interests (right) and explanation of why using
957larger Gy gradients and concurrently large RF sweeping
958bandwidths will alleviate these problematic edge effects
959without affecting the slab chosen along the z axis
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